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Utilize the advanced innovation that human develops now to discover the book The Loss Of Sadness: How
Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C.
Wakefield effortlessly. But initially, we will certainly ask you, just how much do you enjoy to review a book
The Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V.
Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield Does it constantly until surface? For what does that book read? Well, if you
actually enjoy reading, try to review the The Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow
Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield as one of your reading collection. If
you just read guide based on demand at the time as well as incomplete, you have to aim to like reading The
Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V.
Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield initially.

Review

"Relentless in its logic, Horwitz and Wakefield's book forces one to confront basic issues that cut to the heart
of psychiatry. It has caused me to rethink my own position and how the authors' concerns might best be
handled. It will shape future discussion and research on depression, and it will be an indispensable guide to
those rethinking psychiatric diagnostic criteria in preparation for the DSM-V. [A] watershed in the
conceptual development of the field."--from the Foreword by Robert L. Spitzer, M.D., Professor of
Psychiatry, New York State Psychiatric Institute, and Head of the Task Forces for the DSM-III and DSM-
III-R

"The Loss of Sadness is a tour de force. Horwitz and Wakefield bring much-needed conceptual clarity to the
understanding of depression and provide a powerful model for the analysis of all psychological disorders. I
predict that it will have a monumental impact."--David M. Buss, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology, University
of Texas at Austin, and author of Evolutionary Psychology: The New Science of the Mind

"Drs. Horwitz and Wakefield make a persuasive argument that has major public health implications.
Integrating historical, philosophical, and psychological evidence, they have written a comprehensive,
incisive, and quite readable book that is sure to challenge psychiatry's notions of what is disorder and what is
normal."--Michael B. First, M.D., Professor of Clinical Psychiatry, Columbia University Medical Center,
and Editor, DSM-IV-TR



"Depression is the mental health problem of our generation. In this important and penetrating book, Horwitz
and Wakefield show that psychiatry no longer clearly differentiates between normal sadness and depressive
disorder. A must read for anyone who wants to understand how so much "depression" has become
medicalized."--Peter Conrad, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology, Brandeis University, and author of The
Medicalization of Society

"With superb scholarship and crisp prose, Horwitz and Wakefield examine the fatal flaw at the core of
depression diagnosis. This book describes, with devastating clarity, why the DSM went off track and how the
resulting scientific train wreck slows research and distorts our experience of our own sadness. If the DSM
was based on biology, this book would signal a new beginning."--Randolph Nesse, M.D., Professor of
Psychiatry, University of Michigan, and author of Why We Get Sick: The New Science of Darwinian
Medicine

"Not another hackneyed anti-psychiatry polemic, The Loss of Sadness is a brilliant analysis of how mental
health professionals can avoid pathologizing normal, emotional responses to life's stressors while accurately
identifying those suffering from genuine depressive disorders. Erudite and engagingly written, The Loss of
Sadness is destined to have a major impact on our field."--Richard J. McNally, Ph.D., Professor of
Psychology, Harvard University, and author of Remembering Trauma

"Excellent scholarship and wonderful writing. Without doubt, this book will stimulate reflection and debate
among psychiatrists, epidemiologists, and social and behavioral scientists."--Leonard Pearlin, Ph.D.,
Department of Sociology, University of Maryland

"An interesting and thought-provoking book that underscores the need to examine more fully each patient's
psychological illness and the factors contributing to it...I would recommend this book to anyone interested in
understanding depression more fully and the place normal sadness has in our society."--Doody's

"Allan Horwitz and Jerome Wakefield's important book...is part of a gathering blowback against the
pathologization and medicalization of the ordinary human condition of sadness after loss...Important enough
to make much of this book required reading for depression researchers and clinicians."--Lancet

"These collaborators maintain a constructive, scholarly tone and display a total command of the pertinent
literature, they will gain a respectful hearing from psychiatrists."--New York Review of Books

"This book is highly recommended to any scholar, student, or layperson who is interested in exploring
unresolved aspects of psychiatric taxonomy, and especially to any of the scholars currently involved in the
DSM-V revisions. This is an important intellectual tour de force that will propel further substantive debate
on these critical issues."--PsycCRITIQUES



"Meticulous and timely."--British Medical Journal

"When historians try to understand why psychiatric diagnosis abandoned validity for the sake of reliability in
the years surrounding the millennium, they will rely on The Loss of Sadness. In measured tones and exacting
prose, Horwitz and Wakefield deliver not only a devastating critique of the DSM diagnostic criteria for
depression, but also a thoughtful and authoritative assessment of how they came to exist and persistIf this
book cannot change the DSM criteria for depression, nothing will."--Psychiatric Times

"This wonderful book will alter professional thinking."--Nursing Standard

"The Loss of Sadness is one of the most important books in the field of psychiatry published in the last few
years...In short, this is a brilliant book with a significance well beyond its narrow but important subject."--
Spectator

"The Loss of Sadness is a useful and interesting review of the history of depression and its diagnosis over
time...a cautionary tale for those conducting depression research, shaping policy, and developing DSM-V."--
Psychiatric Services

"This thought-provoking book challenges us to examine and re-examine our conceptions of normal sadness
and depression. It makes an important contribution to the field and provides a powerful impact on the
reader."--Families in Society: The Journal of Contemporary Social Services

"The Loss of Sadness may well be a wake-up call for North American psychiatrists."--History of Psychiatry

"The issue identified by the authors--increase of pathologising and prescribing--is serious and current; and
they make clear one key possible diagnosis, that the limits of pathology are being illegitimately stretched.
The authors are expert in this position and their book is essential reading for anyone concerned with these
problems."--British Journal of Pyschiatry

"...[a] provocative and well-written book...impressively documented and meticulous detail..The result is
often eye-opening and enlightening...."--Social Service Review

"...an iconoclastic yet careful, balanced, and scholarly work, which through sheer logic and force of



argument compellingly challenges commonly accepted wisdom in all corners of the mental health world:
research, epidemiology, public policy, prevention, diagnosis, treatment, and even university mental
health...Read it--it will make you think about your profession, your practice, and your society."--As reviewed
by Steven P. Gilbert, PhD, ABPP, LP, Minnesota State University Mankato in Journal of College Student
Psychotherapy

"Finally, a book about anxiety disorders that is based on a deep understanding of normal anxiety! I wish
every mental health clinician would read it. Its spectacularly clear prose reveals the landscape of normal
anxiety like an airplane's radar reveals the ground beneath the fog." -- Randolph M. Nesse, MD, Department
of Psychiatry, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI

"The area of anxiety disorders has needed a thorough review and a shake-up for a long time. In this bold and
thought-provoking work, Allan Horwitz and Jerome Wakefield have relied mainly on the insights from the
evolutionary theory to provide a critical and powerful analysis of the modern concept of anxiety disorders.
Regardless of whether or to what extent one agrees with them, their book rightly challenges the prevailing
notions and is likely to perturb current thinking about fear, anxiety and anxiety disorders. It will certainly add
more substance to much-needed discussions and debates about the nature of these conditions, psychiatric
diagnoses and an often-imperceptible boundary between normality and psychopathology." -- Vladan
Starcevic, MD, PhD, Department of Psychiatry, Sydney Medical School, University of Sydney, Australia

"In their new book, Horwitz and Wakefield offer the same incisive analysis that they brought to psychiatry's
medicalization of sadness in their first book, The Loss of Sadness, to explain the reasons for the soaring
prevalence of anxiety disorders over the past 20 years, namely that psychiatry has been mislabeling normal
anxiety and fear reactions as disorder. Most importantly, they bring their analysis to bear on the actual
definitions of anxiety disorders that are enshrined in the American Psychiatric Association's manual of
mental disorders, pointing out the various weaknesses and flaws with regard to construction of definitions of
anxiety disorders that effectively delineate normal anxiety and fear from abnormal anxiety and fear." --
Michael B. First, MD, Department of Psychiatry, Columbia University, New York, NY

About the Author

Allan V. Horwitz is Professor of Sociology and Dean of Social and Behavioral Sciences at Rutgers
University. He is the author of many articles and a number of books on various aspects on mental illness,
including The Social Control of Mental Illness, The Logic of Social Control, and Creating Mental Illness.
Jerome C. Wakefield is University Professor and Professor of Social Work at New York University, and he
has also taught at the University of Chicago, Columbia University, and Rutgers University. He is an
authority on the intersection between philosophy and the mental health professions and the author of many
articles on diagnosis of mental disorder.
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The Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder By
Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield. Give us 5 minutes as well as we will certainly reveal you the most
effective book to read today. This is it, the The Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed Normal
Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield that will be your ideal selection
for much better reading book. Your 5 times will certainly not invest squandered by reading this site. You can
take guide as a resource making better concept. Referring guides The Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry
Transformed Normal Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield that can
be situated with your needs is sometime tough. However right here, this is so very easy. You can locate the
very best thing of book The Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow Into Depressive
Disorder By Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield that you can read.

Occasionally, reviewing The Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow Into Depressive
Disorder By Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield is quite uninteresting and it will certainly take long time
beginning with obtaining the book as well as start reading. Nevertheless, in modern age, you can take the
creating innovation by making use of the net. By internet, you could visit this web page and start to search
for the book The Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder
By Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield that is required. Wondering this The Loss Of Sadness: How
Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C.
Wakefield is the one that you need, you could opt for downloading and install. Have you understood the best
ways to get it?

After downloading and install the soft documents of this The Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed
Normal Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield, you can begin to
review it. Yeah, this is so delightful while someone should check out by taking their huge publications; you
are in your new method by just manage your device. Or even you are working in the office; you can still
make use of the computer to check out The Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow
Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield fully. Of course, it will not obligate
you to take numerous web pages. Just web page by web page relying on the moment that you have to read
The Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V.
Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield
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Depression has become the single most commonly treated mental disorder, amid claims that one out of ten
Americans suffer from this disorder every year and 25% succumb at some point in their lives. Warnings that
depressive disorder is a leading cause of worldwide disability have been accompanied by a massive upsurge
in the consumption of antidepressant medication, widespread screening for depression in clinics and schools,
and a push to diagnose depression early, on the basis of just a few symptoms, in order to prevent more severe
conditions from developing.

In The Loss of Sadness, Allan V. Horwitz and Jerome C. Wakefield argue that, while depressive disorder
certainly exists and can be a devastating condition warranting medical attention, the apparent epidemic in
fact reflects the way the psychiatric profession has understood and reclassified normal human sadness as
largely an abnormal experience. With the 1980 publication of the landmark third edition of the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-III), mental health professionals began diagnosing
depression based on symptoms--such as depressed mood, loss of appetite, and fatigue--that lasted for at least
two weeks. This system is fundamentally flawed, the authors maintain, because it fails to take into account
the context in which the symptoms occur. They stress the importance of distinguishing between abnormal
reactions due to internal dysfunction and normal sadness brought on by external circumstances. Under the
current DSM classification system, however, this distinction is impossible to make, so the expected
emotional distress caused by upsetting events-for example, the loss of a job or the end of a relationship-
could lead to a mistaken diagnosis of depressive disorder. Indeed, it is this very mistake that lies at the root
of the presumed epidemic of major depression in our midst.

In telling the story behind this phenomenon, the authors draw on the 2,500-year history of writing about
depression, including studies in both the medical and social sciences, to demonstrate why the DSM's
diagnosis is so flawed. They also explore why it has achieved almost unshakable currency despite its
limitations. Framed within an evolutionary account of human health and disease, The Loss of Sadness
presents a fascinating dissection of depression as both a normal and disordered human emotion and a
sweeping critique of current psychiatric diagnostic practices. The result is a potent challenge to the
diagnostic revolution that began almost thirty years ago in psychiatry and a provocative analysis of one of
the most significant mental health issues today.
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Review

"Relentless in its logic, Horwitz and Wakefield's book forces one to confront basic issues that cut to the heart
of psychiatry. It has caused me to rethink my own position and how the authors' concerns might best be
handled. It will shape future discussion and research on depression, and it will be an indispensable guide to
those rethinking psychiatric diagnostic criteria in preparation for the DSM-V. [A] watershed in the
conceptual development of the field."--from the Foreword by Robert L. Spitzer, M.D., Professor of
Psychiatry, New York State Psychiatric Institute, and Head of the Task Forces for the DSM-III and DSM-
III-R

"The Loss of Sadness is a tour de force. Horwitz and Wakefield bring much-needed conceptual clarity to the
understanding of depression and provide a powerful model for the analysis of all psychological disorders. I
predict that it will have a monumental impact."--David M. Buss, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology, University
of Texas at Austin, and author of Evolutionary Psychology: The New Science of the Mind

"Drs. Horwitz and Wakefield make a persuasive argument that has major public health implications.
Integrating historical, philosophical, and psychological evidence, they have written a comprehensive,
incisive, and quite readable book that is sure to challenge psychiatry's notions of what is disorder and what is
normal."--Michael B. First, M.D., Professor of Clinical Psychiatry, Columbia University Medical Center,
and Editor, DSM-IV-TR

"Depression is the mental health problem of our generation. In this important and penetrating book, Horwitz
and Wakefield show that psychiatry no longer clearly differentiates between normal sadness and depressive
disorder. A must read for anyone who wants to understand how so much "depression" has become
medicalized."--Peter Conrad, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology, Brandeis University, and author of The
Medicalization of Society

"With superb scholarship and crisp prose, Horwitz and Wakefield examine the fatal flaw at the core of
depression diagnosis. This book describes, with devastating clarity, why the DSM went off track and how the
resulting scientific train wreck slows research and distorts our experience of our own sadness. If the DSM
was based on biology, this book would signal a new beginning."--Randolph Nesse, M.D., Professor of
Psychiatry, University of Michigan, and author of Why We Get Sick: The New Science of Darwinian
Medicine

"Not another hackneyed anti-psychiatry polemic, The Loss of Sadness is a brilliant analysis of how mental



health professionals can avoid pathologizing normal, emotional responses to life's stressors while accurately
identifying those suffering from genuine depressive disorders. Erudite and engagingly written, The Loss of
Sadness is destined to have a major impact on our field."--Richard J. McNally, Ph.D., Professor of
Psychology, Harvard University, and author of Remembering Trauma

"Excellent scholarship and wonderful writing. Without doubt, this book will stimulate reflection and debate
among psychiatrists, epidemiologists, and social and behavioral scientists."--Leonard Pearlin, Ph.D.,
Department of Sociology, University of Maryland

"An interesting and thought-provoking book that underscores the need to examine more fully each patient's
psychological illness and the factors contributing to it...I would recommend this book to anyone interested in
understanding depression more fully and the place normal sadness has in our society."--Doody's

"Allan Horwitz and Jerome Wakefield's important book...is part of a gathering blowback against the
pathologization and medicalization of the ordinary human condition of sadness after loss...Important enough
to make much of this book required reading for depression researchers and clinicians."--Lancet

"These collaborators maintain a constructive, scholarly tone and display a total command of the pertinent
literature, they will gain a respectful hearing from psychiatrists."--New York Review of Books

"This book is highly recommended to any scholar, student, or layperson who is interested in exploring
unresolved aspects of psychiatric taxonomy, and especially to any of the scholars currently involved in the
DSM-V revisions. This is an important intellectual tour de force that will propel further substantive debate
on these critical issues."--PsycCRITIQUES

"Meticulous and timely."--British Medical Journal

"When historians try to understand why psychiatric diagnosis abandoned validity for the sake of reliability in
the years surrounding the millennium, they will rely on The Loss of Sadness. In measured tones and exacting
prose, Horwitz and Wakefield deliver not only a devastating critique of the DSM diagnostic criteria for
depression, but also a thoughtful and authoritative assessment of how they came to exist and persistIf this
book cannot change the DSM criteria for depression, nothing will."--Psychiatric Times

"This wonderful book will alter professional thinking."--Nursing Standard



"The Loss of Sadness is one of the most important books in the field of psychiatry published in the last few
years...In short, this is a brilliant book with a significance well beyond its narrow but important subject."--
Spectator

"The Loss of Sadness is a useful and interesting review of the history of depression and its diagnosis over
time...a cautionary tale for those conducting depression research, shaping policy, and developing DSM-V."--
Psychiatric Services

"This thought-provoking book challenges us to examine and re-examine our conceptions of normal sadness
and depression. It makes an important contribution to the field and provides a powerful impact on the
reader."--Families in Society: The Journal of Contemporary Social Services

"The Loss of Sadness may well be a wake-up call for North American psychiatrists."--History of Psychiatry

"The issue identified by the authors--increase of pathologising and prescribing--is serious and current; and
they make clear one key possible diagnosis, that the limits of pathology are being illegitimately stretched.
The authors are expert in this position and their book is essential reading for anyone concerned with these
problems."--British Journal of Pyschiatry

"...[a] provocative and well-written book...impressively documented and meticulous detail..The result is
often eye-opening and enlightening...."--Social Service Review

"...an iconoclastic yet careful, balanced, and scholarly work, which through sheer logic and force of
argument compellingly challenges commonly accepted wisdom in all corners of the mental health world:
research, epidemiology, public policy, prevention, diagnosis, treatment, and even university mental
health...Read it--it will make you think about your profession, your practice, and your society."--As reviewed
by Steven P. Gilbert, PhD, ABPP, LP, Minnesota State University Mankato in Journal of College Student
Psychotherapy

"Finally, a book about anxiety disorders that is based on a deep understanding of normal anxiety! I wish
every mental health clinician would read it. Its spectacularly clear prose reveals the landscape of normal
anxiety like an airplane's radar reveals the ground beneath the fog." -- Randolph M. Nesse, MD, Department
of Psychiatry, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI

"The area of anxiety disorders has needed a thorough review and a shake-up for a long time. In this bold and
thought-provoking work, Allan Horwitz and Jerome Wakefield have relied mainly on the insights from the



evolutionary theory to provide a critical and powerful analysis of the modern concept of anxiety disorders.
Regardless of whether or to what extent one agrees with them, their book rightly challenges the prevailing
notions and is likely to perturb current thinking about fear, anxiety and anxiety disorders. It will certainly add
more substance to much-needed discussions and debates about the nature of these conditions, psychiatric
diagnoses and an often-imperceptible boundary between normality and psychopathology." -- Vladan
Starcevic, MD, PhD, Department of Psychiatry, Sydney Medical School, University of Sydney, Australia

"In their new book, Horwitz and Wakefield offer the same incisive analysis that they brought to psychiatry's
medicalization of sadness in their first book, The Loss of Sadness, to explain the reasons for the soaring
prevalence of anxiety disorders over the past 20 years, namely that psychiatry has been mislabeling normal
anxiety and fear reactions as disorder. Most importantly, they bring their analysis to bear on the actual
definitions of anxiety disorders that are enshrined in the American Psychiatric Association's manual of
mental disorders, pointing out the various weaknesses and flaws with regard to construction of definitions of
anxiety disorders that effectively delineate normal anxiety and fear from abnormal anxiety and fear." --
Michael B. First, MD, Department of Psychiatry, Columbia University, New York, NY

About the Author

Allan V. Horwitz is Professor of Sociology and Dean of Social and Behavioral Sciences at Rutgers
University. He is the author of many articles and a number of books on various aspects on mental illness,
including The Social Control of Mental Illness, The Logic of Social Control, and Creating Mental Illness.
Jerome C. Wakefield is University Professor and Professor of Social Work at New York University, and he
has also taught at the University of Chicago, Columbia University, and Rutgers University. He is an
authority on the intersection between philosophy and the mental health professions and the author of many
articles on diagnosis of mental disorder.

Most helpful customer reviews

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Good book
By Seattle Lady
I had to read this book for a sociology course at UCF, but kept it after the class because I enjoyed the
perspective of the authors and the way it was written. It explains a complex topic - the medication addiction
in America - in an easy way. The diction isn't overwhelming and there is almost no jargon to confuse readers
that aren't doctors. I have referenced in casual conversation, in papers and with my professors.

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Very relevant
By SLA
It refers to ( DSM-5 ) the ways in which normal feelings are being viewed as pathological and placed under
an 'umbrella' diagnosis. Grief, normal sadness etc. end up as Major Depressive Disorders rather than
confirming that certain feelings and reactions to certain events are part of being human and normal to all of
our lives. .

13 of 15 people found the following review helpful.
A revolutionary book



By Markku Ojanen
I have read from many scientific journals that incidence of depression has increased 5-10 times during the
past 100 years. This cannot be true, because a catastrophe is waiting us in less than 50 years - or is it present
already? We have two alternatives: either there are many dangerous trends in the western societies or
something has changed in explanations of misfortunes and life's problems. Plainly speaking, we are in the
middle of ever increasing medicalization. Normal problems of life are now included in diagnostic
classifications.

Loss of Sadness makes this all very clear. It is one of the best books I have read lately. The arguments for the
main thesis are persuasive: Normal sorrows sufferings and pains of life must not be called depression.

See all 19 customer reviews...
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After understanding this very simple means to review and also get this The Loss Of Sadness: How
Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C.
Wakefield, why do not you tell to others regarding this way? You could tell others to visit this web site as
well as go with looking them favourite books The Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed Normal
Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield As recognized, below are lots
of listings that offer numerous type of publications to collect. Simply prepare couple of time as well as net
connections to get guides. You could really delight in the life by reading The Loss Of Sadness: How
Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C.
Wakefield in a very basic way.

Review

"Relentless in its logic, Horwitz and Wakefield's book forces one to confront basic issues that cut to the heart
of psychiatry. It has caused me to rethink my own position and how the authors' concerns might best be
handled. It will shape future discussion and research on depression, and it will be an indispensable guide to
those rethinking psychiatric diagnostic criteria in preparation for the DSM-V. [A] watershed in the
conceptual development of the field."--from the Foreword by Robert L. Spitzer, M.D., Professor of
Psychiatry, New York State Psychiatric Institute, and Head of the Task Forces for the DSM-III and DSM-
III-R

"The Loss of Sadness is a tour de force. Horwitz and Wakefield bring much-needed conceptual clarity to the
understanding of depression and provide a powerful model for the analysis of all psychological disorders. I
predict that it will have a monumental impact."--David M. Buss, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology, University
of Texas at Austin, and author of Evolutionary Psychology: The New Science of the Mind

"Drs. Horwitz and Wakefield make a persuasive argument that has major public health implications.
Integrating historical, philosophical, and psychological evidence, they have written a comprehensive,
incisive, and quite readable book that is sure to challenge psychiatry's notions of what is disorder and what is
normal."--Michael B. First, M.D., Professor of Clinical Psychiatry, Columbia University Medical Center,
and Editor, DSM-IV-TR

"Depression is the mental health problem of our generation. In this important and penetrating book, Horwitz
and Wakefield show that psychiatry no longer clearly differentiates between normal sadness and depressive
disorder. A must read for anyone who wants to understand how so much "depression" has become



medicalized."--Peter Conrad, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology, Brandeis University, and author of The
Medicalization of Society

"With superb scholarship and crisp prose, Horwitz and Wakefield examine the fatal flaw at the core of
depression diagnosis. This book describes, with devastating clarity, why the DSM went off track and how the
resulting scientific train wreck slows research and distorts our experience of our own sadness. If the DSM
was based on biology, this book would signal a new beginning."--Randolph Nesse, M.D., Professor of
Psychiatry, University of Michigan, and author of Why We Get Sick: The New Science of Darwinian
Medicine

"Not another hackneyed anti-psychiatry polemic, The Loss of Sadness is a brilliant analysis of how mental
health professionals can avoid pathologizing normal, emotional responses to life's stressors while accurately
identifying those suffering from genuine depressive disorders. Erudite and engagingly written, The Loss of
Sadness is destined to have a major impact on our field."--Richard J. McNally, Ph.D., Professor of
Psychology, Harvard University, and author of Remembering Trauma

"Excellent scholarship and wonderful writing. Without doubt, this book will stimulate reflection and debate
among psychiatrists, epidemiologists, and social and behavioral scientists."--Leonard Pearlin, Ph.D.,
Department of Sociology, University of Maryland

"An interesting and thought-provoking book that underscores the need to examine more fully each patient's
psychological illness and the factors contributing to it...I would recommend this book to anyone interested in
understanding depression more fully and the place normal sadness has in our society."--Doody's

"Allan Horwitz and Jerome Wakefield's important book...is part of a gathering blowback against the
pathologization and medicalization of the ordinary human condition of sadness after loss...Important enough
to make much of this book required reading for depression researchers and clinicians."--Lancet

"These collaborators maintain a constructive, scholarly tone and display a total command of the pertinent
literature, they will gain a respectful hearing from psychiatrists."--New York Review of Books

"This book is highly recommended to any scholar, student, or layperson who is interested in exploring
unresolved aspects of psychiatric taxonomy, and especially to any of the scholars currently involved in the
DSM-V revisions. This is an important intellectual tour de force that will propel further substantive debate
on these critical issues."--PsycCRITIQUES



"Meticulous and timely."--British Medical Journal

"When historians try to understand why psychiatric diagnosis abandoned validity for the sake of reliability in
the years surrounding the millennium, they will rely on The Loss of Sadness. In measured tones and exacting
prose, Horwitz and Wakefield deliver not only a devastating critique of the DSM diagnostic criteria for
depression, but also a thoughtful and authoritative assessment of how they came to exist and persistIf this
book cannot change the DSM criteria for depression, nothing will."--Psychiatric Times

"This wonderful book will alter professional thinking."--Nursing Standard

"The Loss of Sadness is one of the most important books in the field of psychiatry published in the last few
years...In short, this is a brilliant book with a significance well beyond its narrow but important subject."--
Spectator

"The Loss of Sadness is a useful and interesting review of the history of depression and its diagnosis over
time...a cautionary tale for those conducting depression research, shaping policy, and developing DSM-V."--
Psychiatric Services

"This thought-provoking book challenges us to examine and re-examine our conceptions of normal sadness
and depression. It makes an important contribution to the field and provides a powerful impact on the
reader."--Families in Society: The Journal of Contemporary Social Services

"The Loss of Sadness may well be a wake-up call for North American psychiatrists."--History of Psychiatry

"The issue identified by the authors--increase of pathologising and prescribing--is serious and current; and
they make clear one key possible diagnosis, that the limits of pathology are being illegitimately stretched.
The authors are expert in this position and their book is essential reading for anyone concerned with these
problems."--British Journal of Pyschiatry

"...[a] provocative and well-written book...impressively documented and meticulous detail..The result is
often eye-opening and enlightening...."--Social Service Review

"...an iconoclastic yet careful, balanced, and scholarly work, which through sheer logic and force of
argument compellingly challenges commonly accepted wisdom in all corners of the mental health world:



research, epidemiology, public policy, prevention, diagnosis, treatment, and even university mental
health...Read it--it will make you think about your profession, your practice, and your society."--As reviewed
by Steven P. Gilbert, PhD, ABPP, LP, Minnesota State University Mankato in Journal of College Student
Psychotherapy

"Finally, a book about anxiety disorders that is based on a deep understanding of normal anxiety! I wish
every mental health clinician would read it. Its spectacularly clear prose reveals the landscape of normal
anxiety like an airplane's radar reveals the ground beneath the fog." -- Randolph M. Nesse, MD, Department
of Psychiatry, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI

"The area of anxiety disorders has needed a thorough review and a shake-up for a long time. In this bold and
thought-provoking work, Allan Horwitz and Jerome Wakefield have relied mainly on the insights from the
evolutionary theory to provide a critical and powerful analysis of the modern concept of anxiety disorders.
Regardless of whether or to what extent one agrees with them, their book rightly challenges the prevailing
notions and is likely to perturb current thinking about fear, anxiety and anxiety disorders. It will certainly add
more substance to much-needed discussions and debates about the nature of these conditions, psychiatric
diagnoses and an often-imperceptible boundary between normality and psychopathology." -- Vladan
Starcevic, MD, PhD, Department of Psychiatry, Sydney Medical School, University of Sydney, Australia

"In their new book, Horwitz and Wakefield offer the same incisive analysis that they brought to psychiatry's
medicalization of sadness in their first book, The Loss of Sadness, to explain the reasons for the soaring
prevalence of anxiety disorders over the past 20 years, namely that psychiatry has been mislabeling normal
anxiety and fear reactions as disorder. Most importantly, they bring their analysis to bear on the actual
definitions of anxiety disorders that are enshrined in the American Psychiatric Association's manual of
mental disorders, pointing out the various weaknesses and flaws with regard to construction of definitions of
anxiety disorders that effectively delineate normal anxiety and fear from abnormal anxiety and fear." --
Michael B. First, MD, Department of Psychiatry, Columbia University, New York, NY
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Utilize the advanced innovation that human develops now to discover the book The Loss Of Sadness: How
Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C.
Wakefield effortlessly. But initially, we will certainly ask you, just how much do you enjoy to review a book



The Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V.
Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield Does it constantly until surface? For what does that book read? Well, if you
actually enjoy reading, try to review the The Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow
Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V. Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield as one of your reading collection. If
you just read guide based on demand at the time as well as incomplete, you have to aim to like reading The
Loss Of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow Into Depressive Disorder By Allan V.
Horwitz, Jerome C. Wakefield initially.


